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Music Long term plan Kennington Academy. 
Rationale 
Music is a practical subject; it is academic, creative, technical, intellectual and challenging, but above all, music is fun. Enjoyment is synonymous with achievement in 
music. Our curriculum for music is founded on the principles of creativity and active participation by all. Children at Kennington learn through music in many different 
ways. Music lessons are focused on developing children’s’ imagination and creativity. They come to school with a variety of musical experiences and interests and we 
aim to build on these to provide a stimulating curriculum in music and an environment where music enriches and extends learning across the School. Our curriculum 
delivers the aims of the new National Curriculum for Music to ensure that all pupils:  

 perform, listen to, review and evaluate music across a range of historical periods, genres, styles and traditions, including the works of the great composers and 
musicians 

 learn to sing and to use their voices, to create and compose music on their own and with others, have the opportunity to learn a musical instrument, use technology 
appropriately and have the opportunity to progress to the next level of musical excellence  

 understand and explore how music is created, produced and communicated, including through the interrelated dimensions: pitch, duration, dynamics, tempo, timbre, 
texture, structure and appropriate musical notations.  
Music is much more than just a participatory activity; any planned learning opportunity in music should be a vehicle for promoting children’s musical understanding. 
Teachers should provide children with the opportunity to develop general musicianship, essential musical knowledge and support a gradual progression towards 
understanding of specialist techniques and emergent individual critical appreciation of music. 
 
In the new LTP there is a revised focus of ensuring that all aspects of music are covered each lesson.  
The primary focus of each lesson will change and also the final outcome may be different but each term children will have the opportunity to: 
Listen and Appraise,  
Sing  or Play Instruments, 
Improvise,  
Compose  
and Perform.  
Each lesson will have a structure but within this children will have the opportunity to revisit, revise, practise and refine their work (structured repetition). As such it is not 
appropriate or indeed helpful to identify only one objective per lesson, rather all objectives will be visited and children will move to a deeper understanding of these.  
 
Children will be introduced to all of the objectives which will still be recorded on the title page and will be encouraged to talk about what they have learned/developed 
in the lesson and be able to identify what they need to do next to develop further. 
The vocabulary of music will be displayed and referred to during lessons and children will be encouraged and expected to use it in describing what they are listening to 
and in their own and the work of others. 
Children will be explicitly taught the structure of music and notation and given opportunities to use this practically. 
A range of materials will be used to support good teaching. Each year group should be taught using Charanga/BBC 10 pieces planning and other high quality materials.  
There will be a shared performance each term and evidence will be gathered, both of the performance and the shared collaboration and process of this music making. 
Where possible, and in as much as it is useful, links will be made with other learning, however this must be within the framework of the above and not just learning a 
song about…. although this is to be encouraged as an additional part of music lessons.  
Children learn best in music when they are given opportunities to experience music for themselves. They make most progress, when they are taught in music, rather 
than about music. 
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Year 3 Objectives to be addressed throughout the year and revisited each term/Lesson  
Listen and Appraise 
LO: to identify instruments used in a piece of music.  
LO: to understand how interrelated dimensions are used to create effect. 
LO: to appreciate a wide range of live and recorded music.  
LO: to explore varied musical styles and their basic style indicators.  
LO: to find words or phrases to describe different aspects of the music listened to with regard to instruments/mood/elements.  
LO: to be able to discuss feelings and emotions linked to music. 
 Respond through drawings/paintings/creative writing. 
Sing Play  
LO: to sing simple songs from memory with accuracy of pitch,  
in a group or alone. 
LO: to understand the importance of articulating the words to communicate the song to an audience; 

LO: Rounds, chants, mix-ups. Songs which develop control of pitch, dynamic and duration. Sing in two parts. Use voices with increasing 
accuracy, control and expression 
Instruments 
LO to play easy parts by ear.  
LO to read standard notation, along with names and lengths of notes. 

 
Improvise 
Compose LO: to begin to create own tunes and melodies within context of songs, stories or poems, using two or three notes and beyond if appropriate.  
LO: To be able to notate compositions with graphic/pictorial scores, ICT or formal notation.  
LO: to record compositions, listen and reflect. 
Perform 
LO to perform within class, suggesting ways in which performances can be improved to appreciate the importance of starting and ending together.  
LO: To continue to develop control and accuracy. 
LO: To perform recorder/compositions with an increasing awareness of audience. 
Term 1 Year 3 Term 2 Year 3 Term 3 Year 3 Term 4 Year 3 Term 5 Year 3 Term 6 

 
Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 
Listen and Appraise. 
 
 

 
Learning Focus 
Sing Perform 
 

 
Learning Focus 
Play/Perform 
Recorders.  
 

 
Suggested Learning 
Focus 
Improvisation 

 
Learning Focus 
Compose 
 

  
Learning Focus 
Performance. 
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End of year expectations By the end of the year children will …understand and discuss the dimensions of music (pulse, rhythm, pitch, tempo, dynamics, 
timbre, texture, structure …learn and perform songs in two parts …perform and evaluate own compositions. Learn notation and convey musical 
compositions by the use of graphic scores. By the end of the year children will ..begin to develop an understanding of the history and context of music 
…continue to learn to play and make musical decisions together when composing ...develop understanding of the importance of communicating to 
audience when singing and performing 
 

Suggested materials to support. 
BBC 10 pieces. No Place Like Home. https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/qt76WSzksPSPmkj9tbV0p9/the-pieces-and-composers 
Peer Gynt https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/1rpRf1Q7cK683F9LlwqTb5x/in-the-hall-of-the-mountain-king-by-edvard-grieg 
Charanga Units.  
Three Little Birds (Reggae) Poetry and historical contexts  
Ho HO HO (Christmas)  
Benjamin Britten- There was a monkey (Western classical music, Reggae, R&B) Literacy and history  
Let your spirit fly (R&B Western Classical, Motown, Soul) Historical contexts of musical styles. 
Music Express 
Environment  (Geography Link) Book 3 
Human Body book 3 
 
 
 
 
 

Notes Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/qt76WSzksPSPmkj9tbV0p9/the-pieces-and-composers
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/1rpRf1Q7cK683F9LlwqTb5x/in-the-hall-of-the-mountain-king-by-edvard-grieg
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Learning Objectives for year 4 In year 4 children have access to dedicated music lessons on the Ukulele. This planning is for those children 
who do not follow the ukulele plan. 
Listen and Appraise 
LO:  Listen with increasing attention to detail.  
LO: Consider what music makes them think about.  
LO: Discuss how interrelated dimensions their affect their ideas. 
LO: Invent own titles for the piece and compare with composers.  
LO: Develop understanding of history and geography of music.  
Begin to recognise music from other cultures (Africa, India, China )  

Sing Play  
LO: Sing simple songs from memory with accuracy of pitch,  
in a group or alone;  
LO: Understand the importance of articulating the words to communicate the song to an audience; 
LO: Sing in two parts maintaining a simple ostinato part and listening to other performers.  

LO: Refine singing skills by developing diction (tongue twisters) concentrating on vowel, consonant sounds. 
Instruments 
LO: Develop understanding of standard notation and rhythmic notation. 
Improvise 
LO: to improvise within a group within the context of song being learned, using 2, 3 notes extending to 5.  
LO: Illustrate repeated phrases from story or poem in sound.  

Compose 
LO: Invent sound phrases to represent particular mood/atmosphere using voices and instruments. 
LO: Compose music in groups to represent mood/atmosphere for story.  
Perform 
LO: Choose piece to perform to chosen audience.  
LO: Practise and rehearse in groups, choosing a leader/conductor. Present performance with developing awareness of audience 

Year 4 Term 1 Year 4 Term 2 Year 4 Term 3 Year 4 Term 4 Year 4 Term 5 Year 4 Term 6 

 
Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Listen and Appraise 
Ukulele 
 

 
Suggested primary 
Learning Focus. 

Sing Play  
Perform Ukulele,  
 

 
Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Instruments 
Ukulele 
 

 
Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Perform 

Ukulele Perform to 
parents 

 
Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Improvise 
BBC Ride of the 
Valkeries 

 
Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Compose 
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 Children who opt to 
continue with Ukulele 
will continue. 

Children who opt to 
continue with Ukulele 
will continue. 

End of year expectations  
By the end of the year children will …understand and discuss the dimensions of music (pulse, rhythm, pitch, tempo, dynamics, timbre, texture, structure 
…learn and perform songs in two parts …perform and evaluate own compositions. Learn notation and convey musical compositions by the use of graphic 
scores. By the end of the year children will ..begin to develop an understanding of the history and context of music …continue to learn to play and make 
musical decisions together when composing ...develop understanding of the importance of communicating to audience when singing and performing 

Suggested materials to support. 
BBC Ride of the Valkeries 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/4gdCGV8y3gxdkKrq3HP8S3M/ride-of-the-valkyries-from-die-walkure-by-richard-wagner  
Charanga. 
Choose from Mamma Mia (ABBA) Music and styles of 70’s and 80’s.  
Benjamin Britten Cuckoo (Western Classical) Literacy and History  
Lean on me (Gospel) Historical context Reflect, rewind and replay (Revision) 
Music Express 
Ancient Worlds (Links with Ancient Greece) book 3 
World Unite book 5 

 
Notes/Evaluation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Year 5 Objectives to be addressed throughout the year and revisited each term/Lesson 
Listen and Appraise 
LO: Listen with attention to detail and recall aurally.  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/4gdCGV8y3gxdkKrq3HP8S3M/ride-of-the-valkyries-from-die-walkure-by-richard-wagner
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LO: Continue to develop correct use of musical language to suit the style of music they are listening to.  
LO: Develop understanding of history of music, including musicians and composers from ours and other cultures.  
LO: Listen to extracts and attempt to place origin on world map. Discuss reasons for choices.  
Repeat for extracts from different time periods-place on timeline. 

Sing Play  
Two part songs.  

Ostinato  

LO: Sing and perform with accuracy, control and expression, solo and in ensembles.  

LO: Sing in two parts, developing the ability to maintain their part whilst being aware of others.; 

LO: Sing in two parts maintaining a simple ostinato part and listening to other performers.  
LO: Refine singing skills by developing diction (tongue twisters) concentrating on vowel, consonant sounds. 

Instruments 
LO: Improvise using dimensions of music.  
LO: Play solo or in ensembles. 
LO: Make up own rhythms and melodies using voices and taught 
Improvise 
LO: Develop understanding of standard nation and rhythmic notation. Using voices and instruments. 
Compose 
LO: Create short stories for composition.  
LO: Consider whether their stories are suggestive of sounds and have characters which can have their own rhythms/instruments/melodies.   
LO: Use instruments to create musical motifs and rhythms. Refine, perform and evaluate pieces. 
Perform 
LO: Rehearse and perform using staff or graphic notation as a support.  
LO: Perform and evaluate compositions. Suggest ways in which pieces and performances can be improved. 
 

 

Year 5 Term 1 Year 5 Term 2 Year 5 Term 3 Year 5 Term 4 Year 5 Term 5 Year 5 Term 6 
Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Listen and Appraise 
 
 

Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Sing Play  
Perform 

 

 

Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Instruments 
Recorder. 

Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Improvise 
 

Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Compose 
Perform  

 

Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Perform 
  

 

 
Suggested materials to support. 
BBC 10 Pieces 
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Mars from the planets. (composition, history of music, listen and appraise) 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/14ZjT5yjnKQRdKVsqrLzk1x/mars-from-the-planets-by-gustav-holst 
Ride of the Valkeries. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/4gdCGV8y3gxdkKrq3HP8S3M/ride-of-the-valkyries-from-die-walkure-by-richard-wagner 

Charanga suggestions but could be any of the year 5 units.  

Don’t stop believin’ (Rock) 
Classroom Jazz 1 History of Music 
Benjamin Britten A Tragic Story (Britten Literacy and History) 
Stop! (Grime, Classical, Fusion) Composition and Bullying 
Reflect, Rewind and Replay (Revision) 
Music Express 
Life Cycles Book 5 
Solar System book 5 
End of year Expectations. 
By the end of the key stage, children will: 
…listen with direction to a wide range of high quality music 
…confidently recognise varied musical styles 
sing, considering correct breathing, posture and quality of sound. Understand how parts fit together. 
..Improvise in ensemble and solo contexts 
…play and perform in an ensemble context 
..develop the ability to read formal notation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/14ZjT5yjnKQRdKVsqrLzk1x/mars-from-the-planets-by-gustav-holst
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/4gdCGV8y3gxdkKrq3HP8S3M/ride-of-the-valkyries-from-die-walkure-by-richard-wagner
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Year 6 Objectives to be addressed throughout the year and revisited each term/Lesson 
Listen and Appraise 
LO: Listen in detail and recall aurally.   
LO: Develop understanding of history and geography of music, including composers and musicians from ours and other cultures.  
LO:  Listen to longer pieces of music and identify features 

Sing Play  
LO: Sing simple songs from memory with accuracy of pitch,  
in a group or alone;  
LO: Understand the importance of articulating the words to communicate the song to an audience; 
LO: Sing and perform with accuracy, control and expression, solo and in ensembles.  
LO: Sing and learn songs in 3 parts.  
LO: Sing in time and in tune, being aware of other performers. LO: Develop phrasing technique, by learning to breathe together at the ends of phrases or 
at an agreed place.  
LO: Control breathing for short and long phrases. LO: Sing songs using staff notation as a support. 

Instruments 
Improvise  

LO: Improvise accompaniments for singing using tuned and untuned percussion.   
LO: Create ostinatos using recorders and tuned percussion.  

LO: Use music knowledge to organise, finalise and explain decisions to each other. 

Compose  

LO: Create own soundtracks for movie clips, incorporating an interesting texture.  
LO: Use sound to build suspense or drama.  
LO: Use motifs played in a variety of ways to illustrate a character or setting. 
LO: Consider interrelated dimensions when composing.  
Graphic scores to record. 
Perform  
LO: Perform compositions to chosen audience, using awareness of interrelated dimensions.   
LO: Evaluate performances suggesting ways in which they can be improved. 

Year 6 Term 1 Year 6 Term 2 Year 6 Term 3 Year 6 Term 4 Year 6 Term 5 Year 6 Term 6 
Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Listen and Appraise 
 

Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Sing Play  
Perform 

 

Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Instruments 
Ocarina 

Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Improvise 
 

Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Compose 
Perform  

Recorder. 

Suggested primary 
Learning Focus 

Perform 
Year 6 Production 
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Suggested materials 
BBC ten pieces 

Enigma variations https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/xFHT9GvfKjBbtw28pgDgyG/enigma-variations-theme-enigma-variations-11-
6-7-by-edward-elgar 

Short Ride in a fast car.https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/3xwJ8Zpzz44vNJlZfqtxbbX/short-ride-in-a-fast-machine-by-john-adams 

Charanga Links or anything from the year 6 units. 

Livin’ on a prayer (Rock) Literacy, Analysing performance Benjamin Britten New Year Carol (Western Classical Music, Gospel, Bhangra) Literacy and 
History Classroom Jazz 2 (Jazz, Latin, Blues) Jazz in historical context Fresh Prince of Bel Air (Hip Hop) Composition Historical Context. Make you feel my 
love (Pop ballads) Reflect Rewind and Replay (Revision) 
Music Express 
Journeys book 6 
Moving on book 6 

End of year expectations 
By the end of the key stage, children will: 
…listen with direction to a wide range of high quality music 
…confidently recognise varied musical styles 
sing, considering correct breathing, posture and quality of sound. Understand how parts fit together. 
..Improvise in ensemble and solo contexts 
…play and perform in an ensemble context 
..develop the ability to read formal notation. 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/xFHT9GvfKjBbtw28pgDgyG/enigma-variations-theme-enigma-variations-11-6-7-by-edward-elgar
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/xFHT9GvfKjBbtw28pgDgyG/enigma-variations-theme-enigma-variations-11-6-7-by-edward-elgar
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/3xwJ8Zpzz44vNJlZfqtxbbX/short-ride-in-a-fast-machine-by-john-adams

